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Abstract

The Subpolar North Atlantic plays a critical role in the formation of the deep water masses which drive Atlantic Meridional

Overturning Circulation (AMOC). Labrador Sea Water (LSW) is formed in the Labrador Sea and exported predominantly

via the Deep Western Boundary Current (DWBC). The DWBC is an essential component of the AMOC advecting deep

waters southward, flowing at depth along the continental slope of the western Atlantic. By combining sustained hydrographic

observations from the Labrador Sea, Line W, Bermuda basin, and offshore of Abaco Island along 26.5°N, we investigate the

signal propagation and advective timescales of LSW via the DWBC from its source region to the Tropical Atlantic through

various approaches using robust neutral density classifications. Two individually-defined LSW classes are observed to advect

on timescales that support a new plausible hydrographically-observed advective pathway. We find each LSW class to advect

on independent timescales, and validate a hypothesized alternative-interior advection pathway branching from the DWBC by

observing LSW outside of the DWBC in the Bermuda basin just prior to or on the same timescale as at 26.5°N- 10-15 years

after leaving the source region. Advective timescales estimated herein indicate that this interior pathway is likely the main

advective pathway; it remains uncertain whether a direct pathway plays a significant advective role. Using LSW convective

signals as advective tracers along the DWBC permits the estimation of advective timescales from the subpolar to tropical

latitudes, illuminating deep water advection pathways across the North Atlantic and the lower-limb of AMOC as a whole.
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Key Points: 18 

• Advection timescales of the Deep Western Boundary Current are inferred from Labrador 19 
Sea Water convective minima in the North Atlantic. 20 

• The two Labrador Sea Water classes examined are observed to advect on different 21 
timescales, likely due to varying advective pathways. 22 

• An alternative interior-advective pathway observed as a bifurcation in the Deep Western 23 
Boundary Current advects water to the interior. 24 
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Abstract 39 
 40 
The Subpolar North Atlantic plays a critical role in the formation of the deep water masses which 41 
drive Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC). Labrador Sea Water (LSW) is 42 
formed in the Labrador Sea and exported predominantly via the Deep Western Boundary Current 43 
(DWBC). The DWBC is an essential component of the AMOC advecting deep waters 44 
southward, flowing at depth along the continental slope of the western Atlantic. By combining 45 
sustained hydrographic observations from the Labrador Sea, Line W, Bermuda basin, and 46 
offshore of Abaco Island along 26.5°N, we investigate the signal propagation and advective 47 
timescales of LSW via the DWBC from its source region to the Tropical Atlantic through 48 
various approaches using robust neutral density classifications. Two individually-defined LSW 49 
classes are observed to advect on timescales that support a new plausible hydrographically-50 
observed advective pathway. We find each LSW class to advect on independent timescales, and 51 
validate a hypothesized alternative-interior advection pathway branching from the DWBC by 52 
observing LSW outside of the DWBC in the Bermuda basin just prior to or on the same 53 
timescale as at 26.5°N- 10-15 years after leaving the source region. Advective timescales 54 
estimated herein indicate that this interior pathway is likely the main advective pathway; it 55 
remains uncertain whether a direct pathway plays a significant advective role. Using LSW 56 
convective signals as advective tracers along the DWBC permits the estimation of advective 57 
timescales from the subpolar to tropical latitudes, illuminating deep water advection pathways 58 
across the North Atlantic and the lower-limb of AMOC as a whole.  59 
 60 
 61 
Plain Language Summary 62 
 63 
The Deep Western Boundary Current (DWBC) exports cold and dense deep waters formed in the 64 
Subpolar North Atlantic to the tropics, playing a primary role in global ocean overturning 65 
circulation and global heat balance. We focus here on Labrador Sea Water (LSW), a watermass 66 
formed through wintertime mixing events within the Subpolar North Atlantic region 67 
characterized by distinctive low-temperature and low-salinity signatures. By following the 68 
passage of these signatures through several locations, we investigate the pathways and spreading 69 
timescales of LSW from its source region toward the subtropical North Atlantic by the DWBC. 70 
We find two distinct LSW masses to reach the same location on independent timescales, and 71 
observe LSW in the Central Atlantic just prior to or on the same timescale as being observed in 72 
the Tropical Atlantic. These findings indicate that an alternative-interior export pathway 73 
branching from the DWBC is likely to exist, exporting LSW away from the continental slope and 74 
into the Atlantic interior rather than following a direct equatorward route. Estimating advective 75 
timescales and pathways of the DWBC using LSW aid in the present understanding and future 76 
prediction of overturning circulation in the Atlantic Ocean.  77 
 78 
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1 Introduction 79 
 80 
As the Earth gains and loses heat at low and high latitudes, respectively, the large-scale ocean 81 
and atmosphere circulations are characterized by a net poleward heat flux. In the North Atlantic, 82 
warm tropical waters are carried northward by a system of wind-driven near-surface currents, 83 
dominated by the Gulf Stream and North Atlantic Current. Upon losing heat to the atmosphere 84 
en route, these waters become denser and sink in the Subpolar North Atlantic forming North 85 
Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) consisting of Labrador Sea Water (LSW), Iceland-Scotland 86 
Overflow Water (ISOW), and Denmark Strait Overflow Water (DSOW). These cold and dense 87 
waters are collectively exported southward at depths below 1000m, constituting the lower limb 88 
of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC). The exact pathways and time 89 
scales of the southward spreading components of NADW are not yet fully understood. 90 
 91 
In this study, we focus on the upper component of NADW, dominated by LSW. LSW is formed 92 
in the Labrador Sea through wintertime convection. A combination of changes in air-sea heat 93 
and freshwater fluxes, local and regional wind patterns, Arctic inflow, continental run-off, 94 
advection of heat and salt by the Subpolar North Atlantic circulation, and preconditioning from 95 
prior convective events in the Labrador Sea dictate the intensity, depth, volume, and resulting 96 
classification of newly formed LSW masses (Lazier et al., 2002; Straneo 2006; Yashayaev 2007; 97 
Yashayaev et al., 2015). Many studies have cataloged the multiyear and decadal trends in the 98 
convective formation of LSW in the Labrador Sea (Lazier et al., 2002; Straneo 2006; Yashayaev 99 
2007; Yashayaev and Loder, 2008, 2016, 2017; van Aken et al., 2011) noting extreme formation 100 
events in the late 1970s, 1980s into mid-1990s, early 2000s, and most recently in the latter half 101 
of the 2010s, each producing LSW masses identifiable through distinct cold, fresh, and high-102 
density signatures. Preconditioning and the resulting characteristics of each developing class 103 
have been linked to large-scale changes in the Subpolar North Atlantic, such as a drastic 104 
freshening throughout all basins from the 1960s to late 1990s and recently in the 2010s (Dickson 105 
et al., 2002; Yashayaev 2007; Holliday et al., 2020) in addition to a dramatic freshwater influx in 106 
the late 2010s possibly related to accelerated melting of the Greenland ice sheet (Yashayaev et 107 
al., 2015; Dukhovskoy et al., 2019). Localized mesoscale eddies, such as Irminger Rings 108 
spawned from the West Greenland Current, may also play a role in the transport of heat, salt, and 109 
freshwater and in Labrador Sea restratification (Chanut et al., 2008; Rieck et al., 2019). Prior 110 
studies have called into question the role of the Irminger Basin on the preconditioning and/or 111 
formation of LSW (Pickart et al., 2003; Pickart and Spall, 2007; Yashayaev et al., 2007b; Våge 112 
et al., 2011; Fröb et al., 2016). Convection in the Irminger Basin has been shown to be shallower 113 
than in the Labrador Sea, producing convective water masses that are significantly warmer, 114 
saltier, and less dense than the LSW counterparts (Yashayaev et al., 2007; Yashayaev and Loder, 115 
2009). Despite the difference in convective processes and mixed layer properties in the Irminger 116 
Sea to that of the Labrador Sea, the water convectively mixed in the Irminger Sea in the winter is 117 
often also referred to as LSW. Some of this water advects to the Labrador Sea where it can get 118 
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entrained in the convective formation of true LSW, which is deeper, colder, fresher, and denser 119 
than the convectively formed waters in the Irminger Sea. Because of that connection, the 120 
Irminger Sea and the convective regions surrounding southern Greenland (Fröb et al., 2016) can 121 
be seen as important sources for convective preconditioning in the Labrador Sea. However, the 122 
leading driver of deep mixing and formation of LSW in the Labrador Sea is attributed to the 123 
cumulative surface heat loss during winter. Fröb et al. (2016) revealed a unique linkage between 124 
convective processes occurring over a broad region from the central Labrador Sea to their 125 
transition into the Irminger Sea south of Greenland in the winter of 2015, leading to the 126 
formation of another voluminous LSW class. However, such broad spatial extent of persistent 127 
extreme atmospheric cooling is atypical, and this connection in southern Greenland to the 128 
formation of LSW in 2015 has not been supported in years outside of 2015. The LSW class 129 
formed through the late 1980s to mid-1990s was shown to be isolated from the winter mixed 130 
layer formed in the Irminger Sea, which was saltier and less dense than any LSW of that period 131 
(Yashayaev et al., 2007 (Figure 2), 2008). Similarly, Yashayaev and Loder (2009), using year-132 
round coverage from Argo floats in the Subpolar Region, showed that the cold and dense LSW 133 
class of 2000 was never connected to the warmer and lighter local mixed layer in the Irminger 134 
Sea, and connections between other LSW convective classes and an Irminger influence are not 135 
well supported.   136 
 137 
Isopycnically-constrained thinning of each newly-formed LSW mass is evident in temperature, 138 
salinity, and density space over time as witnessed through profiling floats and yearly 139 
hydrographic occupations in the Labrador Sea on both seasonal and interannual time scales 140 
(Yashayaev and Loder, 2016, 2017). A reduction in the volume of the convectively-formed LSW 141 
mass with time suggests that LSW is subsequently exported out of the basin with its void filled 142 
by warmer and saltier watermasses, likely of central and eastern Subpolar North Atlantic origin 143 
given the influence of the North Atlantic Current. LSW is observed to advect out of the Labrador 144 
Sea and spread along various known separate pathways: circulating into the Subpolar North 145 
Atlantic (Straneo et al., 2003; Yashayaev and Clarke, 2009; Yashayaev et al., 2007a, 2007b, 146 
2015), entraining into the deep layers of the North Atlantic Current system and Central Atlantic 147 
(Straneo et al., 2003; Bower et al., 2011; Bilo and Johns, 2019), and advecting equatorward out 148 
of the Subpolar North Atlantic via the Deep Western Boundary Current (McCartney 1992; 149 
Straneo et al., 2003; Stramma et al., 2004; Bower et al., 2011; Zantopp et al., 2017; Handmann et 150 
al., 2018; Andres et al., 2018).  151 
 152 
While multiple export pathways of LSW and NADW as a whole are possible (Schott et al., 2004; 153 
Bower et al., 2009, 2011, 2019; Gary et al., 2011, 2012; Zou and Lozier, 2016), we focus here 154 
solely on the advection of the Deep Western Boundary Current (DWBC). The DWBC is a 155 
southward flowing current along the western continental shelf of the Atlantic Ocean (Figure 1, 156 
center) that is responsible for advecting a majority of the newly formed NADW out of the 157 
Subpolar North Atlantic. Recent efforts have assessed the variability and transport of the DWBC 158 
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through use of repeat hydrography and mooring lines at various latitudes spanning the North 159 
Atlantic western continental slope (Meinen et al., 2004, 2006; Cunningham et al., 2007; Kanzow 160 
et al., 2007; Johns et al., 2008, 2011; Peña-Molino et al., 2011, 2012; Toole et al., 2011; van 161 
Sebille et al., 2011; Zantopp et al., 2017; Le Bras et al., 2017; Andres et al., 2018). These and 162 
prior efforts have showcased variability in the DWBC as a slowing or even temporary reversal in 163 
transport (Johns et al., 2008), offshore meandering away from the continental shelf (Spall, 164 
1996a; Bower and Hunt, 2000; Bryden et al., 2005; Andres et al., 2018), theorized recirculation 165 
patterns in the North Atlantic (Spall, 1996b; Bower and Hunt, 2000; Bilo and Johns, 2019), and 166 
localized changes to the source regions of the transported NADW in the Subpolar North Atlantic 167 
(Yashayaev 2007; Yashayaev and Loder, 2016, 2017; Lozier et al., 2020; Petit et al., 2020) 168 
perhaps in correlation with the North Atlantic Oscillation (Blaker et al., 2015;  Zantopp et al., 169 
2017). 170 
 171 
 172 
 173 

 174 

Figure 1. Schematic of the four hydrographic locations used in this study (center) and respective 175 
station maps: [1] averaged profiles from the central Labrador Sea derived from the 176 
WOCE/CLIVAR AR07W line, Ocean Weather Station (OWS) Bravo, and Argo at 177 
approximately 57°N; [2] WHOI Line W hydrographic line located at 39°N; [3] NOAA 178 
WBTS/26.5°N hydrographic line (hereinafter referred to as Abaco) located at 26.5°N; [4] BIOS 179 
Bermuda Atlantic Time Series (BATS) Program and Hydrostation S (hereinafter referred to as 180 
Bermuda) located at 32°N. Line W and Abaco hydrographic lines intersect the pathway of the 181 
DWBC and only stations within this throughflow are used in this study (orange and blue shaded 182 
region, respectively). The idealized, classically understood pathway of the DWBC is 183 
approximated by the solid arrow, while the hypothesized alternative advective pathway into the 184 
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Central Atlantic (adapted from Bilo and Johns, 2019) is approximated by the dashed arrow. 185 
Bathymetry contours are shown in 1000m intervals. 186 

 187 
 188 
LSW influences many regions of the North Atlantic and is easily identified through its cold, 189 
fresh, dense signature, as well as its anomalously low potential vorticity and high concentration 190 
of anthropogenic gaseous tracers such as CFCs, CO2, and dissolved oxygen (Talley and 191 
McCartney, 1982; Cunningham and Haine, 1995; Smethie et al., 2000; Fine et al., 2002; Pickart 192 
et al., 2003; Yashayaev 2007). Numerous studies have observed LSW advection through 193 
hydrographic and mooring sections along the DWBC throughout the North Atlantic, noting 194 
changes in the physical properties of LSW over time and quantifying advective timescales based 195 
on arrival and passage of the source-region convective signal. By following the progression of 196 
LSW convective signals along the DWBC, advective timescales of DWBC transport, and 197 
consequently the lower-limb of AMOC, can be estimated. 198 
 199 
Fine et al. (2002) suggested a 20-year advective timescale of LSW from the source region to the 200 
equator estimated via CFC tracers. Le Bras et al. (2017) found a 3-7 year advective lag on the 201 
arrival of LSW within the DWBC southeast of Cape Cod along Line W through temperature, 202 
salinity, and potential vorticity anomalies (location 2 in Figure 1). Studies assessing DWBC 203 
advection of LSW from the source region to Abaco, Bahamas (26.5°N hydrographic line; 204 
location 3 in Figure 1) estimated an advective timescale of 10 years based on salinity anomalies 205 
(Molinari et al., 1998; van Sebille et al., 2011), yet 4 years based solely on a general circulation 206 
model output (van Sebille et al., 2011). Similar efforts had previously looked at the arrival of 207 
LSW in the central Atlantic near Bermuda outside of the idealized DWBC pathway (location 4 in 208 
Figure 1) and found advective timescales of 6 years from temperature anomalies (Curry and 209 
McCartney, 1996; Curry et al., 1998).  210 
 211 
The previous advective assessments from Abaco documented an abrupt onset of a cold, fresh 212 
signal within the spatially-defined classical-LSW (cLSW) layer beginning in the late 1990s 213 
(Molinari et al., 1998; van Sebille et al., 2011, see their Figure 2) thought to be in connection to 214 
an extreme convective event upstream from the Labrador Sea. The duration of the Abaco time 215 
series used in previous studies was, however, insufficient to map the full passage of the signal 216 
through this location, as recovery from this cold and fresh state was not yet observed. Presently, 217 
with an additional decade of hydrographic surveys at 26.5°N we observe for the first time the 218 
complete passage of the convective signal and the onset, or return, of warmer and saltier 219 
conditions (Figure 2, comparable to Figure 2 in van Sebille et al., 2011). Looking specifically 220 
along the pre-defined cLSW core isopycnal layer at 𝜎2=36.9 kg/m3 to compare with previous 221 
studies (see van Sebille et al., 2011), the cold and fresh signal is observed to appear first off the 222 
coast (<80km) of Abaco Island with an abrupt onset in 1997 followed by a rebound to ambient 223 
conditions beginning in 2015. A second cold and fresh signal is observed further offshore 224 
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(>100km) spanning 2003-2014. Both signals are captured within the DWBC throughflow of the 225 
26.5°N hydrographic line (40-140km offshore, east of Abaco Island). The complete passage of 226 
the convective signal and extended hydrographic observations at 26.5°N serve as the motivation 227 
for this study, where we must look further upstream to investigate both the source and 228 
propagation of these signals and their advective timescales in relation to the DWBC. 229 
 230 

 231 
Figure 2. Distance-Time diagram showing salinity (PSU, left) and potential temperature (°C, 232 
right) of the Abaco 26.5°N hydrographic section within 140km off Abaco Island along the 233 
predefined 𝜎2  = 36.9 kg/m3 isopycnal, representing the core of Classical LSW (cLSW) within 234 
the DWBC as described by van Sebille et al. (2011) (comparable to Figure 2 of their study). 235 
Station occupations are indicated by crosses. This study incorporates the latest decade (since 236 
2011) of observations to the Abaco time series. 237 
 238 
 239 
Past studies (Molinari et al., 1998; Fine et al., 2002; van Sebille et al, 2011; Toole et al., 2011; 240 
Le Bras et al., 2017) have classified and partitioned LSW in a variety of ways that challenge the 241 
fidelity of such advective time scale estimates, as differing density or depth classifications could 242 
likely result in different advective spreading outcomes and may not always reflect the spreading 243 
of a water mass class formed explicitly in the Labrador Sea. Different classifications capture 244 
different layers containing waters from different sources and different mixing and transformation 245 
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histories. Differing defining characteristics aside, these previous definitions of LSW also tended 246 
to favor local conditions and are thus ill-suited for large-scale assessments of the watermass 247 
properties. To combat this issue, we first reclassify LSW through a spatially and temporally all-248 
encompassing approach in a neutral density framework, restructuring previous LSW definitions 249 
for one cohesive classification that constrains all previously observed LSW classes within and 250 
holds across the vast geographical North Atlantic DWBC domain from the Labrador Sea to the 251 
subtropical North Atlantic at 26.5°N. We utilize LSW vintage-class classification (ex. LSW1987-252 
1994) structured by Yashayaev (2007), rather than solely defining LSW in static vertical layers 253 
such as the upper-LSW (uLSW), classical-LSW (cLSW), and deep-LSW (dLSW) classifications 254 
commonly used in models and previous assessments of LSW (e.g. Molinari et al., 1998; van 255 
Sebille et al, 2011; Toole et al., 2011; Le Bras et al., 2017; Bilo and Johns, 2019). We then assess 256 
the advection of LSW using a compilation of updated hydrographic time series at two locations 257 
along the North American continental shelf and incorporate hydrographic data from the Bermuda 258 
basin in the Central Atlantic as a counter-location outside of the classically understood DWBC 259 
advective pathway (Figure 1). Recent studies have showcased recirculation of LSW into the 260 
Central Atlantic (see Bilo and Johns, 2019), and others have debated whether a bifurcation in 261 
DWBC advection exists in the Gulf Stream-DWBC crossover region near Cape Hatteras 262 
advecting LSW both into the Atlantic interior as well as equatorward along the continental slope 263 
(Spall, 1996a,1996b; Bower and Hunt, 2000a, 2000b; Andres et al., 2018). These hypothesized 264 
and proposed recirculation pathways have the potential to alter or delay advective timescales of 265 
LSW and subsequent NADW.  266 
 267 
Improved estimates of the advective pathways and timescales of NADW are critical to better 268 
understand the role of the AMOC in the climate system. Here, by using hydrographic 269 
observations at several locations we seek to observe the propagating LSW convective signal and 270 
to estimate advective timescales of the DWBC in the North Atlantic. In addition, through the 271 
assessment of advective timescales at each hydrographic location, we aim to gain insight into 272 
DWBC advective pathways. 273 
 274 
 275 
2 Data and Methods 276 
 277 

2.1. Hydrographic Data 278 
 279 
The propagation of LSW in the North Atlantic is assessed by compiling data from sustained 280 
repeat hydrographic surveys in the following four geographic locations (Figure 1): the Labrador 281 
Sea (WOCE line AR07W, Ocean Weather Station Bravo, and Argo), off the south-east coast of 282 
Cape Cod at 39°N (WHOI Line W time series program, hereinafter referred to as Line W), the 283 
Bermuda basin at 32°N (BIOS Bermuda Atlantic Time Series and Hydrostation S programs), and 284 
off the east coast of Abaco Island, Bahamas at 26.5°N (NOAA Western Boundary Time Series 285 
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program, hereinafter referred to as Abaco). Full-depth hydrographic observations in the Labrador 286 
Sea serve as the source region dataset for this study, highlighting the unique convective events 287 
characteristic to the region, while Line W and Abaco serve as LSW observation checkpoints 288 
along the DWBC. The Bermuda basin serves as a counter location outside of the classically-289 
understood advective pathway of the DWBC, allowing for investigation of the hypothesized 290 
alternative-advective pathway.  291 
 292 
A collection of historical data, sustained hydrographic occupations of the trans-basin 293 
WOCE/CLIVAR AR07W line, and Argo profiling floats comprise the Labrador Sea dataset 294 
presented in this study, consisting of five decades made current up to the year 2020 (Yashayaev 295 
and Loder, 2016; 2017). Yearly occupations of the AR07W hydrographic line have been 296 
conducted by the Bedford Institute of Oceanography (BIO) of Fisheries and Oceans Canada and 297 
several other international organizations since 1990 continuing into present day. Prior to 1990, 298 
data is supplemented with the US Coast Guard’s Ocean Weather Station Bravo timeseries (1964-299 
1974), BIO surveys (1977-1988), and from international surveying partnerships and data centers 300 
(Lazier, 1980; Yashayaev, 2007; Kieke and Yashayaev, 2015). Annually-averaged vertical 301 
profiles of temperature and salinity are constructed for the central Labrador Sea (see methods in 302 
Yashayaev (2007) and Yashayaev and Loder (2016)), used here in this study spanning the years 303 
1970-2020, with the longest data gap spanning 1978-1981. 304 
 305 
Hydrographic data along the Line W transect (39°N) serve as the first observational checkpoint 306 
along the DWBC. The Line W hydrographic field program led by Woods Hole Oceanographic 307 
Institution (WHOI) was active during the years 1994-2014, supporting repeat hydrographic 308 
missions and an installation of six moorings perpendicular to the continental slope off Cape Cod 309 
stretching into the Gulf Stream capturing the throughflow of the DWBC along the slope (Toole 310 
et al., 2011). A standard cruise track was repeated approximately every year, in some cases twice 311 
per year, sampling shelf waters and down the slope into the Gulf Stream. A gap in data collection 312 
occurred between the years 1998-2001.  313 
 314 
Hydrographic data along the Abaco transect serve as the second observational checkpoint along 315 
the DWBC. The transect runs along 26.5°N due east off the coast of Abaco Island, Bahamas with 316 
full-depth CTD casts at stations located between -76.9°W and -69°W. The Abaco transect has 317 
been surveyed quasi-annually since 1985 to present day as part of the NOAA Western Boundary 318 
Time Series (WBTS) project, the University of Miami Rosenstiel School of Marine, 319 
Atmospheric, and Earth Science’s Meridional Overturning Circulation and Heat-flux Array 320 
(MOCHA) project, and the National Oceanographic Centre’s (UK) RAPID program. A multi-321 
year collaboration between these projects has been the backbone of sustained monitoring of the 322 
strength of the AMOC at 26.5°N through repeat hydrographic surveys and mooring installations. 323 
Data presented in this study range from the beginning of collection in 1985 to 2021, with a gap 324 
in data collection occurring between the years 1998-2001.  325 
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 326 
Hydrographic data from the Hydrostation S and Bermuda Atlantic Time Series (BATS) 327 
programs are used to investigative the plausible advective spread of LSW outside of the 328 
perceived DWBC pathway and into the central Atlantic basin near Bermuda. The Bermuda 329 
Institute of Oceanography Hydrostation S deep-water research mooring located 22km southeast 330 
of Bermuda began collection in 1954 with full-depth (>3000m) bi-weekly sampling, followed by 331 
the expansion into the BATS program beginning in 1988 conducting monthly deep hydrographic 332 
surveys in the Bermuda basin, located 88km southeast of the Bermuda coast. The Bermuda basin 333 
dataset presented in this study reflects a cumulated collection of Hydrostation S and BATS 334 
hydrographic CTD data spanning the years 1989-2019. 335 
 336 
 337 

2.2. Data Processing 338 
 339 
Hydrographic CTD data from the Labrador Sea, Line W, Bermuda, and Abaco timeseries 340 
programs were pre-processed, calibrated and quality controlled via the methods described in 341 
Yashayaev (2007) and Yashayaev and Loder (2009, 2016), Toole et al. (2011), BATS methods 342 
(1997), and Hooper et al. (2020), respectively.  343 
 344 
Hydrographic data at Line W and Abaco locations are geographically constrained to isolate the 345 
stations within the DWBC throughflow (Figure 1, orange and blue shading), as identified by 346 
Line W mooring data showcasing enhanced velocity and net southward transport in Toole et al. 347 
(2011), and similarly for Abaco showcased by mooring data (Johns et al., 2008, 2011; Bilo and 348 
Johns, 2020) and through previous studies (Molinari et al., 1998; van Sebille et al., 2011). Line 349 
W station data are constrained to the geographical limits of 39.600°N, -69.718°W and 38.073°N, 350 
-68.667°W along each transect representing the first and last moorings within this throughflow 351 
(w1-w5, Toole et al., 2011). The DWBC throughflow is observed within an approximated 352 
100km range off the coast of Abaco along 26.5°N (Molinari et al., 1992; 1998; Johns et al., 353 
2008, 2011; Bilo and Johns, 2020), and similarly to Line W, station data at Abaco are 354 
constrained to the geographical limits of -76.9°W and -75.5°W along 26.5°N. All outlying 355 
station data outside of the Line W and Abaco transect geographical constraints are omitted from 356 
analysis.  357 
 358 
A secondary round of processing and quality control is performed to limit short term (<1 year) 359 
variability revealed as eddies, spikes, and/or Gulf Stream or Subtropical Gyre intrusion (detailed 360 
further in the Supporting Information, section S2). To reduce the influence of surrounding 361 
warmer and saltier watermasses on the LSW signal, such as Mediterranean Overflow Water 362 
(MOW), average potential temperature and salinity values over a wide-spread intermediate depth 363 
layer are computed for each station across all datasets downstream of the Labrador Sea. Stations 364 
within the defined layer that exceed the designated maximum cutoffs atop of the 25th percentile 365 
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of values are excluded from analysis (refer to Supporting Information section S3 for details). 366 
Without the exclusion of MOW from the LSW signal, LSW cores would be warmer and saltier 367 
and the passage of each signal skewed by the influence of MOW. The percentage of omitted 368 
stations from both phases of secondary cleaning total 13% for the Line W dataset, 47% for the 369 
Bermuda dataset, and 11% for the Abaco dataset. The final number of profiles used for analysis 370 
total 45 annually averaged profiles for the Labrador Sea, 130 profiles (24 occupations) for Line 371 
W, 657 profiles (31 annually averaged profiles) for Bermuda, and 371 profiles (50 occupations) 372 
for Abaco.  373 
 374 
Full-depth profiles and hydrographic sections are linearly projected along a uniformly-375 
equidistant pressure grid beginning at the surface and are then zonally averaged for each 376 
occupation (Line W, Abaco) or each year (Labrador Sea, Bermuda basin). Omitted, missing, or 377 
unsampled data points are represented with NaN values, rather than filled via interpolation, and 378 
are not included in the analysis computations. Line W and Abaco sections are zonally averaged 379 
using a distance-weighted averaging scheme due to the spatial variability in transect sampling, 380 
where individual stations are weighted by the relative distance covered over the constrained 381 
transect length (refer to Supporting Information section S4). For all locations, salinity is reported 382 
in practical salinity units (PSU), temperature (T90 scale) is converted to potential temperature 383 
referenced to the surface, and potential vorticity (defined as q = (f * N2)/g using the Brunt-384 
Vaisala frequency, N2) is calculated and smoothed with a locally weighted scatterplot smoothing 385 
(LOWESS) method. Analyses in the forthcoming sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2, and 3.2.3 utilize datasets 386 
that are monthly-interpolated and the original data gaps are maintained.  387 
 388 
 389 

2.3. Defining Labrador Sea Water 390 
 391 
Previous studies have defined LSW in a variety of ways: in depth space (Fine and Molinari, 392 
2002), potential density referenced to the surface (𝜎𝜽 ; Kieke et al., 2006; Rhein et al., 2007; 393 
Yashayaev 2007), 1000m (𝜎1 ; Yashayaev 2007), 1500m (𝜎1.5 ; Molinari et al., 1998), and 2000m 394 
(𝜎2 ; Yashayaev 2007; van Sebille et al., 2011), and also in neutral density space (𝛾n ; Hall et al., 395 
2004; Toole et al., 2011; Le Bras et al., 2017). LSW has historically been classified in static-396 
spatial layer classifications, such as classical-LSW (cLSW), upper-LSW (uLSW), and deep-397 
LSW (dLSW) (Molinari et al., 1998; van Sebille et al., 2011; Toole et al., 2011; Le Bras et al., 398 
2017), as well as individually through volumetric vintage-class classification (Yashayaev, 2007).  399 
 400 
While several classifications exist, each pertain to different eras of data observed and are subject 401 
to observer bias. We find these previous definitions to not hold across the geographic locations 402 
considered herein. Specifically, the previous classifications fail to constrain all LSW classes 403 
where important convective signals are often overlooked in analyses due to the boundaries 404 
imposed (showcased in Figure 3), rendering joint ramifications in the case of LSW advection and 405 
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large-scale AMOC modeling efforts. It is also important to note that while these static-spatial 406 
layers define a layer to be ‘LSW’, the layer may not contain LSW for the entire duration of time, 407 
as LSW is produced in convective bursts and advects in patches rather than as a continuous 408 
mass. Consequently, over time, the defined layer may contain only patches of LSW surrounded 409 
by ambient surrounding water masses. 410 
 411 

 412 
Figure 3. Comparative potential temperature-salinity diagrams with density (neutral and sigma-413 
2, kg/m3) contours of profiles from all four hydrographic locations showcasing various density 414 
classifications: (a) neutral density LSW definitions of Toole et al. (2011) defined in uLSW and 415 
cLSW layers, (b) neutral density LSW definitions of Le Bras et al. (2017) defined in uLSW and 416 
dLSW layers, (c) sigma-2 LSW density definitions of van Sebille et al. (2011) defined in uLSW 417 
and cLSW layers, and (d) the proposed neutral density layer definitions of this study across all 418 
four locations. Uniform neutral density layer definitions proposed in this study (d) are 419 
highlighted by the thick black contours: Intermediate (shaded region, 𝛾n = 27.87 – 28.01), Deep 420 
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(𝛾n = 28.01 – 28.10), and Abyssal (𝛾n > 28.10) layers, where the shaded Intermediate layer 421 
constrains all LSW classes characterized within the Labrador Sea time series across all locations. 422 
For all panels, Labrador Sea profiles are restricted to >300m and years 1970-2021, Line W 423 
profiles span years 1994-2014, Bermuda profiles span years 1988-2019, and Abaco profiles span 424 
years 1985-2021.  425 
 426 
 427 
Taking into consideration the varying nature of LSW formation and properties (e.g., Yashayaev 428 
and Loder, 2016, 2017) and improving on the challenges imposed by the previous defining 429 
conventions, we introduce a modified reclassification through a spatially and temporally all-430 
encompassing approach in a neutral density framework, restructuring previous LSW-layer 431 
definitions for a cohesive classification that holds across the vast geographical North Atlantic 432 
DWBC domain from the Labrador Sea to 26.5°N. We first subdivide advected NADW into three 433 
layers: Intermediate, Deep, and Abyssal, as defined by neutral density (𝛾n , kg/m3) constraints 434 
that are consistent among all four geographic locations (Figure 3). Neutral density serves as the 435 
ideal isopycnal metric to identify LSW across the vast geographical range presented in this study 436 
due to the reliance on geographic position factored into its derivation (Jackett and McDougall, 437 
1997). We assume advection along lines of constant neutral density, with little to no diapycnal 438 
mixing. However, we find a -0.015 kg/m3 neutral density shift observed through isolated LSW 439 
cores evident at all hydrographic locations outside of the source region (refer to Supporting 440 
Information section S1). Therefore, a +0.015 kg/m3 neutral density offset is applied to the Line 441 
W, Bermuda, and Abaco datasets to limit the impact of diapycnal mixing.  442 
 443 
These constant neutral density isopycnals summarize the ranges of NADW water masses 444 
advected out of the Subpolar North Atlantic via the DWBC. The intermediate layer, defined as 𝛾n 445 
= 27.87 – 28.01, constrains the vast range of LSW classes formed in the Labrador Sea over the 446 
past five decades, both locally in the source region as well as at the downstream locations. This 447 
range is supported by the minimum in potential vorticity and the potential temperature and 448 
salinity minima characteristic to each LSW convective event (Figures 4, 5, 6). The deep layer is 449 
defined as 𝛾n = 28.01 – 28.10, constraining ISOW masses, and the abyssal layer is defined as 𝛾n > 450 
28.10, constraining DSOW and other dense bottom waters. The defined intermediate layer serves 451 
as the primary subset of data presented in this study, as all LSW classes – LSW1976, LSW1987-1994, 452 
LSW2000-2003, LSW2012-2016 (Yashayaev 2007; Yashayaev and Loder, 2017) – can be distinguished 453 
and identified based on their unique convective isopycnal imprints within these isopycnal 454 
bounds. These definitions, although fixed for the period of study, may need to be revised with 455 
time as new LSW classes are formed and new observations are collected. 456 
 457 
 458 
 459 
 460 
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3 Results 461 
 462 

3.1. LSW Source Region Properties and Downstream Changes 463 
 464 
Convective events in the Labrador Sea in the late 1970s, 1980s to mid-1990s, early 2000s, and 465 
most recently in the mid-2010s produced LSW classes distinguishable by anomalously cold, 466 
fresh, and dense water (Figure 4; Yashayaev 2007; Yashayaev and Loder, 2016). In the Labrador 467 
Sea, the LSW1987-1994 convective signal dominates the intermediate layer with the most 468 
significant temperature and salinity change in the historical record, with minima in 1994 469 
stretching 2300m deep (isopycnal level of 𝛾n = 27.99) at 2.7°C and 34.83 PSU, approximately 470 
0.5°C colder and 0.10 PSU fresher than usual. This convective imprint has been subsequently 471 
exported out of the basin, observed as both recirculating back into the Subpolar North Atlantic 472 
(Yashayaev et al., 2007a, 2007b) as well as advecting southward into the Atlantic via the 473 
DWBC. The signatures of LSW associated with this convective signal are identifiable in all three 474 
Atlantic datasets through a minimum in potential vorticity, and anomalous minima in potential 475 
temperature and salinity (Figures 5, 6, 7). The following convective event, LSW2000-2003, reached 476 
depths of 1500m (isopycnal level of 𝛾n = 27.90) with minima in 2000 of 3.15 °C and 34.82, 477 
rendering it warmer, slightly fresher, and less dense than its more intense predecessor.  478 
 479 

 480 
Figure 4. Annual isopycnic averages of full-depth potential temperature and salinity profiles in 481 
the central region of the Labrador Sea defined by Yashayaev and Loder (2016). Convective 482 
events are evident in the late 1970s, mid-1980s to 1990s, early 2000s, and mid-2010s to present 483 
by the convective imprints of a decrease in temperature and freshening. Contour lines indicate 484 
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the NADW layer definitions of this study: Intermediate (top, 𝛾n = 27.87 - 28.01); Deep (mid, 𝛾n = 485 
28.01 - 28.10); Abyssal (bottom, 𝛾n > 28.10). Yearly averaged profiles are marked by the black 486 
triangles. 487 
 488 
 489 
As LSW spreads equatorward following the DWBC and/or other possible pathways it thins out 490 
and mixes with other water masses, including previously formed recirculating LSW classes. This 491 
makes a direct identification of the potential temperature and salinity signals of these specific 492 
LSW classes at remote locations downstream often challenging. It should be noted that while we 493 
follow the advection of LSW along constant isopycnals, an increase in the potential temperature 494 
and salinity of the identified LSW classes (Section 3.2.2, Table 1) and the intermediate layer 495 
entirely (see Figure 6) suggest modification or mixing with surrounding intermediate waters 496 
along the equatorward advective journey. The greatest change in potential temperature and 497 
salinity for both LSW classes (LSW1987-1994 and LSW2000-2003) is observed between the source 498 
region (Labrador Sea) and Line W, where LSW drastically warms and becomes more saline on 499 
scales of +0.50-1.00°C and +0.10-0.15 PSU, respectively (see Table 1 in Section 3.2.2). Further 500 
warming and salinification is observed downstream between Line W and Bermuda and Abaco, 501 
but with less drastic temperature and salinity changes of +0.10-0.30°C and +0.02-0.05 PSU, 502 
respectively. This further suggests that among the three downstream locations the largest 503 
modification of LSW occurs between export out of the Labrador Sea and before arriving at Line 504 
W. This could be a result of possible recirculation within the Subpolar North Atlantic and 505 
interaction with warmer and saltier North Atlantic Current waters (Yashayaev et al., 2007a, 506 
2007b) and/or with other surrounding intermediate waters prior to arrival at Line W. Although 507 
mixing interactions are not the focus of this study, we can speculate why the property shifts in 508 
LSW are observed. Mediterranean Overflow Water (MOW) occupies a similar density range as 509 
LSW, but it is generally warmer and saltier than LSW (van Aken, 2000). Van Sebille et al. 510 
(2011), although using a different density range to define LSW, estimated the mixing fraction of 511 
MOW with LSW along the Abaco transect to be 20%. The influence of MOW on the observed 512 
temperature and salinity convective signals within LSW were deemed to be negligible, therefore, 513 
implying that the observed temperature and salinity shifts originated in the LSW source region 514 
and were not an outcome of MOW interaction. Because, as mentioned above, the greatest 515 
modification to the advected LSW occurs prior to Line W – suggesting a greater subpolar or 516 
slope-water influence than Mediterranean influence – it is difficult to judge the impact MOW has 517 
on LSW in the western Atlantic. Profiles characteristic of MOW were excluded from datasets 518 
and subsequent analyses as described previously in section 2.2 (refer to Supporting Information 519 
section S3), and the relevant contributions of MOW at each location are inferred there by the 520 
percent of stations removed from each location. For this study, we assume a negligible impact of 521 
MOW and other intermediate waters on the observed convective signals within LSW by the 522 
discrete removal of the MOW influence on the hydrographic datasets. We further declare that the 523 
observed LSW convective signals are directly related to the changes in the source region (Figure 524 
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4) and not acquired through a shift in mixing downstream from the source and other interactions 525 
within the DWBC. Further investigation is needed to determine the mixing influence of 526 
surrounding waters on the advected LSW once it leaves the Labrador Sea. We acknowledge that 527 
LSW is modified as it is advected out of the source region, as this is supported by the 528 
hydrographic data presented here in this study, however mixing sources and fractions are not the 529 
focus of this study. Here, we utilize LSW convective signals as advective tracers on both broad 530 
and specific scales through the following three approaches to gauge timescale estimates of 531 
lower-limb AMOC transport via the DWBC.  532 
 533 
 534 

3.2. Advective Timescales 535 
 536 
3.2.1 Intermediate Layer Approach 537 

 538 
We first identify the evolution of LSW at all downstream locations through a broad assessment 539 
of the defined intermediate layer, following the approach of previous studies (van Sebille et al., 540 
2011, their uLSW and cLSW layer; Le Bras et al., 2017, their uLSW and dLSW layers). LSW, 541 
and other advected NADW, can be characterized by a minimum in the potential vorticity, and we 542 
use this minimum (approximately 1x10-11 ms-1) to support the definition of the intermediate layer 543 
(Figure 5). In the Labrador Sea, this intermediate layer covers most of the water column, ranging 544 
500-2300m (1800m thickness). This isopycnal layer contracts to 800-2100m (1300m thickness) 545 
at Line W, further to 1300-2100m (800m thickness) in the Bermuda basin and 1200-2000m 546 
(800m thickness) at Abaco, likely due to subduction under the Subtropical Gyre and/or thinning 547 
of the layer to conserve potential vorticity (Figure 5). 548 
 549 
 550 
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 551 
Figure 5. Density layer characteristics across all four hydrographic time series showcasing the 552 
depth range of each layer (a) and potential vorticity across the defined layers (Intermediate, 553 
shaded,  𝛾n = 27.87 - 28.01; Deep 𝛾n = 28.01 - 28.10; Abyssal 𝛾n > 28.10), where the minimum in 554 
potential vorticity is characteristic of LSW within the shaded intermediate layer (observed as 555 
1x10-11 ms-1). 556 
 557 
 558 
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 559 
Figure 6. Averaged potential temperature (solid line) and salinity (dashed line) of the defined 560 
Intermediate layer (𝛾n = 27.87 – 28.01) for each dataset. Curves are shown smoothed and 561 
monthly-interpolated, while filled (potential temperature) and open (salinity) circles mark 562 
individual unsmoothed and uninterpolated data points. Layer averaging indicates minima in 1994 563 
in the Labrador Sea, 1997 at Line W, and dual minimums in 2003 (potential temperature, solid) 564 
and 2008 (salinity, dashed) at both Bermuda and Abaco. The shaded region represents the 565 
approximate evolution of the convective minima defined through visual assessment. The average 566 
standard errors of the averaged intermediate layer datasets (standard error of the mean for each 567 
marked datapoint, averaged over the entire timeseries with resulting standard deviations; not 568 
shown in figure) are 0.0024 ± 0.0011°C and 0.0005 ± 0.0002 PSU for the Labrador Sea, 0.0147 569 
± 0.0006°C and 0.0006 ± 0.0001 PSU for Line W, 0.0213 ± 0.0013°C and 0.0012 ± 0.0002 PSU 570 
for Bermuda, and 0.0140 ± 0.0010°C and 0.0007 ± 0.0001 PSU for Abaco. 571 
 572 
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 573 
Potential temperature and salinity of the horizontally averaged datasets are also vertically 574 
averaged within the neutral density bounds of the intermediate layer (𝛾n = 27.87 – 28.01) to 575 
produce a time series of intermediate layer change. Potential vorticity was not used as a tracer 576 
because the convective cores could not be isolated to desired detail in high resolution, as 577 
potential vorticity remains nearly uniform over the layer that we try to resolve. Potential vorticity 578 
was used in the study only as a supporting parameter defining the Intermediate layer and LSW 579 
presence; potential temperature and salinity serve as the best advective tracers. Figure 6 580 
showcases the potential temperature (filled circles) and salinity (empty circles) averaged in the 581 
intermediate layer with a monthly-interpolated, smoothed (a low-pass Gaussian filter with a 582 
cutoff period of 1-year is applied) time series atop across all locations. Like the previous LSW 583 
advective estimates of Molinari et al. (1998), van Sebille et al. (2011), and Le Bras et al. (2017), 584 
we use the minima in average potential temperature and salinity of our defined intermediate layer 585 
to derive advective timescales. The 1994 minima in potential temperature and salinity in the 586 
Labrador Sea is observed three years later at Line W in 1997, where an initial drop in 587 
temperature and salinity is observed just prior to the four-year data gap in the time series, 588 
unfortunately. It is unclear whether a further minimum would be observed at Line W had data 589 
been collected between 1998-2001. Dual minima in 2003 (potential temperature, solid line) and 590 
2008 (salinity, dashed line) are observed to occur almost simultaneously further downstream at 591 
both Abaco and Bermuda, giving advective timescales of 9-14 years based on the arrival of the 592 
dual minima. These varying, yet similar, timescales between Bermuda and Abaco suggest that 593 
LSW may split from the traditionally perceived DWBC pathway along the western continental 594 
shelf of the Atlantic and escape into the central Atlantic through recirculation pathways, allowing 595 
this signal to reach both locations on similar timescales. The presence of dual minima at Abaco 596 
and Bermuda could also further support that LSW advects in patches rather than as a continuous 597 
mass, perhaps also a product of alternative advective-recirculation pathways where one patch 598 
was subject to one pathway while the other patch simultaneously advected along another. The 599 
outcomes of this layer-averaging approach leave room for uncertainty and do not alone provide 600 
sufficient means to gauge advective timescales, as layer-averaging tends to smooth and cover up 601 
important convective signals. To improve on the advective estimates of this layer-average 602 
approach, contrary to previous studies, we look closely within the layer and follow the advection 603 
of two LSW classes, LSW1987-1994 and LSW2000-2003. 604 
 605 
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 606 
Figure 7. Potential temperature (left panels) and salinity (right panels) anomalies of the Labrador 607 
Sea (top), Line W, Bermuda, and Abaco (bottom) hydrographic time series in neutral density (𝛾n) 608 
space over time. Dashed horizontal lines indicate the isopycnal boundaries between the defined 609 
intermediate, deep, and abyssal layers at 𝛾n = 27.87, 28.01, and 28.10 kg/m3. The two LSW 610 
masses of interest are indicated below their respective anomalously cold and fresh signals at each 611 
location. Hydrographic occupations are indicated by the black triangles at the top of each plot.  612 
 613 
 614 
Figure 7 showcases the potential temperature and salinity anomalies of all four locations through 615 
time in neutral density space, with the defined Intermediate, Deep, and Abyssal layers indicated 616 
by the horizontal dashed lines. In the Labrador Sea, LSW1987-1994 is showcased by the extreme 617 
minima in potential temperature and salinity spanning the surface (𝛾n ~ 27.87, isopycnal 618 
outcropped to atmosphere) to the bottom boundary of the intermediate layer, 𝛾n = 28.01. The 619 
deep LSW1987-1994 signal is observed to remain within this layer for approximately a decade, and 620 
warm and saline post-convective surrounding water fills the void of this class in the lower half of 621 
the intermediate layer once its signal is advected out of the Labrador Sea. LSW2000-2003 is 622 
observed in the Labrador Sea through a second minima in the anomalies, although only 623 
occupying the upper half of the intermediate layer and persisting for approximately 5 years 624 
before seeing the return of post-convective, warm and saline surrounding water. An anomalously 625 
cold and fresh feature is evident below the intermediate layer (𝛾n > 28.01) in the Labrador Sea 626 
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stretching all the way to the seafloor (𝛾n ~ 28.2) spanning years 1990-2015. This is likely a 627 
response of the observed freshening of the Subpolar North Atlantic between 1960 and the late 628 
1990s (Dickson et al., 2002), evident through the deeper layers that constrain the ISOW and 629 
DSOW water masses that are advected into the Labrador Sea from the eastern Subpolar North 630 
Atlantic. It is also possible that this deeper freshening is product of LSW1987-1994 spreading into 631 
the Subpolar North Atlantic, transforming into and/or mixing with ISOW and DSOW in the 632 
eastern Subpolar North Atlantic, then recirculating back into the Labrador Basin to be observed 633 
and re-exported as such (Yashayaev et al., 2007a, 2007b). The most recent convective class 634 
(>2012) is observed in the Labrador Sea dataset in the upper half of the intermediate layer, 635 
however it is not yet observed at any of the downstream hydrographic transects and is therefore 636 
not examined in this study.  637 
 638 
The distinct convective anomaly imprints observed in the Labrador Sea (LSW1987-1994, LSW2000-639 
2003, post-convective relaxation, deeper freshening) are observed at all three downstream 640 
locations, and we can use the visual onset of these signals as advective tracers. At Line W, we 641 
observe the onset of the LSW1987-1994 convective signal in the mid-1990s (Figure 7). It is likely 642 
this signal would continue through the data gap spanning 1998-2001. This signal is followed by 643 
the deeper freshening signal in the deep and abyssal layers, LSW2000-2003 signal in the upper half 644 
of the intermediate layer (2005), and the beginnings of the major warm/saline post-convective 645 
period (2008). At Bermuda, given a longer time series, we can identify these four prominent 646 
events, most recently with the onset of the warm/saline post-convective period into present day. 647 
At Abaco, we identify the LSW1987-1994 signal visible after the data gap in 2001, the onset of the 648 
deep freshening in 2008, the LSW2000-2003 signal in the upper half of the intermediate layer 649 
(~2010), and the transition to the post-convective relaxation phase with the onset of warm and 650 
saline conditions in 2018. 651 
 652 
 653 

3.2.2 Isopycnal Core Analysis  654 
 655 
To further understand the evolution and advection of LSW along the DWBC, we identify two 656 
convective periods of interest from the source region within the defined intermediate layer: the 657 
denser LSW class formed between the years 1987-1994 in the Labrador Sea (LSW1987-1994) with 658 
its core defined along the 𝛾n = 27.99 isopycnal, and the lighter LSW class formed between the 659 
years 2000-2003 in the Labrador Sea (LSW2000-2003) with its core defined along the 𝛾n = 27.90 660 
isopycnal (Figure 7). By identifying the unique convective signals of both LSW classes in the 661 
source region of the Labrador Sea (described in section 3.1), we follow the individual advection 662 
of each LSW class as it spreads out of the Labrador Sea and into the Atlantic via the DWBC 663 
along distinct isopycnal cores. We assume constant isopycnal spreading and negligible diapycnal 664 
diffusion along the advective process. However, a -0.015 kg/m3 neutral density shift in the 665 
datasets downstream of the source region was observed by an offset in the minima of the 666 
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potential temperature and salinity signal along both isopycnals cores of 27.90 and 27.99 kg/m3. 667 
This further suggests that there may be a diapycnal mixing influence or modification of the 668 
watermasses as previously discussed causing the LSW cores (i.e. minima in potential 669 
temperature and salinity) to be observed downstream of the source region along a neutral density 670 
isopycnal that is 0.015kg/m3 lighter. To limit the impact of mixing on this advective study, and 671 
because we deemed the influence of MOW and other intermediate waters negligible to the 672 
isolation of the source region convective signal, a +0.015 kg/m3 neutral density adjustment is 673 
applied to the Line W, Bermuda, and Abaco datasets as described in section 2.3 to keep the 674 
isopycnal cores constant across all locations (refer to Supporting Information section S1). The 675 
data presented throughout this study has already been subject to this density offset. 676 
 677 
Potential temperature and salinity time series along both respective LSW cores (Figure 8) 678 
showcase the onset of each convective signal, shown as a minimum in temperature and salinity 679 
(Table 1). Looking at the deeper, denser, and more prominent LSW1987-1994 class, we observe 680 
advective timescales of 3 years to Line W from the source region, 9 years to Bermuda, and also 9 681 
years to Abaco based on the minima in properties. The similar scale in advective time to 682 
Bermuda and Abaco again suggest that another advective pathway is likely, perhaps one that 683 
would split from the DWBC and advect this signal to be observed in the central Atlantic and the 684 
subtropics at the same time. The lighter, shallower, and more short-lived LSW2000-2003 class is 685 
observed to advect on longer timescales, taking 7 years to reach Line W, 12-14 to Bermuda, and 686 
8-13 to Abaco. LSW2000-2003 minima at Abaco are observed with a rapid drop in both the 687 
temperature and salinity in 2008, followed by a more modest minimum in 2011 and 2013, 688 
although still trailing ahead of the signal observed at Bermuda by about a year. The minima in 689 
2008 at Abaco could possibly be evidence of the first signs of LSW2000-2003 reaching this location 690 
from a DWBC throughflow pathway only 1 year after reaching Line W, while other parts of this 691 
watermass could have been advected towards the Atlantic interior at the same time, delaying the 692 
second minima arrival at Abaco. Because Bermuda is observed to have longer timescales with 693 
the lighter class, it is again likely to postulate that an interior advective pathway is present, or 694 
more likely a bifurcation in DWBC advective flow somewhere between Line W and Abaco, 695 
causing these LSW signals to be observed downstream at Abaco just prior to or on similar 696 
timescales of when they are observed at Bermuda. Outside of the DWBC and hypothesized 697 
alternative-advective pathway discussed here, it is not unreasonable to question whether the 698 
LSW signals observed at Bermuda arrived from a different direct-interior pathway (avoiding 699 
DWBC altogether). Further research is needed to address this question. 700 
 701 
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 702 
Figure 8. Potential temperature (solid line) and salinity (dashed line) of the isopycnal cores of 703 
LSW1987-1994 (left panels) and LSW2000-2003 (right panels) among all four hydrographic locations. 704 
Curves are shown smoothed and monthly-interpolated, while filled (potential temperature) and 705 
open (salinity) circles mark individual unsmoothed and uninterpolated data points for reference. 706 
The shaded region represents the approximate evolution of the convective minima defined 707 
through visual assessment. 708 
 709 
 710 
 711 
 712 
 713 
 714 
 715 
 716 
 717 
 718 
 719 
 720 
 721 
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Table 1. Potential temperature and salinity minima and corresponding year of the monthly-722 
interpolated LSW1987-1994 isopycnal core 𝛾n = 27.99 (top) and LSW2000-2003 isopycnal core 𝛾n = 723 
27.90 (bottom) across all locations of study (see Figure 8), with the approximated lag time in 724 
years from the Labrador Sea based on the arrival of the minima signals. 725 
 726 
 727 
LSW1987-1994 Labrador Sea Line W Bermuda Abaco 

°C 2.723 [1994] 3.244 [1997] 3.358 [2003] 3.560 [2003] 
PSU 34.837 [1994] 34.933 [1997] 34.954 [2003] 34.963 [2003] 

 +0 years +3 years +9 years +9 years 

 728 
LSW2000-2003 Labrador Sea Line W Bermuda Abaco 

°C 3.158 [2000] 4.107 [2007] 4.411 [2012, 2014] 4.504 [2008], 4.527 [2013] 
PSU 34.823 [2000] 34.960 [2007] 35.014 [2012, 2014] 35.011 [2008], 35.015 [2011] 

 +0 years +7 years +12-14 years +8, 11-13 years 

 729 
 730 
 731 

3.2.3 Cross-Correlated Lag Estimates 732 
 733 
As a third approach to determine advective timescales of LSW via the DWBC, monthly-734 
interpolated time series of salinity along both isopycnal cores of all datasets are cross correlated 735 
to the source region providing time lag estimates in years on the onset of each LSW class 736 
convective minima signal. Original data gaps in the timeseries are maintained in the monthly 737 
interpolation. As expected, correlations using potential temperature produced similar results and 738 
are left out for redundancy. An autocorrelation is performed for the Labrador Sea timeseries 739 
(Figure 9a), where we find a decorrelation time scale of 8-10 years, indicative that these 740 
convective events prevail on decadal timescales. Based on the correlation of each timeseries to 741 
that of the Labrador Sea (Figure 9b), we find the LSW1987-1994 core to advect on timescales of 6 742 
years at Line W, 8 years at Bermuda, and 11 years at Abaco. The correlations of Line W and 743 
Abaco are, however, influenced by the data gaps in both time series from 1998-2001. LSW2000-744 
2003 is observed to advect on longer and more ambiguous timescales, as supported by other 745 
approaches; 9 years at Line W, 11-16 years at Bermuda, and 13-18 years at Abaco. The 746 
increased time lag in the LSW2000-2003 class further downstream continues to suggest that this 747 
lighter, shallower class was subject to an alternative advective pathway, which may be why 748 
Bermuda and Abaco show similar timescales despite being about 1400km apart. 749 
 750 
 751 
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 752 
Figure 9. (a) Autocorrelation of the Labrador Sea timeseries (1970-2020), showcasing a decadal 753 
cycle to the observed convective events. Top panel shows the intermediate layer in neutral 754 
density space (𝛾n = 27.87-28.01), with the 0-autocorrelation corresponding to a lag of 8-10 years, 755 
supported by the bottom panel of each isopycnal level of the layer. (b) Cross-correlations of 756 
LSW1987-1994  and LSW2000-2003 isopycnal cores of each timeseries to the Labrador Sea, where the 757 
maximum correlation indicates the advective lag time in years. Correlations are performed using 758 
monthly-interpolated salinity datasets.   759 
 760 
 761 
 762 
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 763 
Figure 10. Cross correlations of Line W (top), Bermuda (middle), and Abaco (bottom) salinity 764 
datasets to the Labrador Sea salinity source dataset in neutral density space with time lag in years 765 
shown along the x-axes. Correlations are performed for the lower intermediate layer showcasing 766 
the LSW1987-1994 core signal along the highlighted 𝛾n = 27.99 isopycnal (left panels) and the upper 767 
intermediate layer (right panels) showcasing the LSW2000-2003 core signal along the highlighted 𝛾n 768 
= 27.90 isopycnal. Correlations of the latter-LSW2000-2003 signal are trimmed due to limitation in 769 
the timeseries availability. For reference, the 𝛾n = 27.99 isopycnal is found at approximately 770 
2000m (Line W), 1900m (Bermuda), and 2000m (Abaco); the 𝛾n = 27.90 isopycnal is found at 771 
approximately 1000m (Line W), 1400m (Bermuda), and 1300m (Abaco).  772 
 773 
 774 
Cross-correlations across the entire intermediate layer are shown in Figure 10 in time-density 775 
space, broken into the lower and upper intermediate layer components showcasing the LSW1987-776 
1994 and LSW2000-2003 classes, respectively. Correlations are performed again using monthly-777 
interpolated salinity timeseries of each location to that of the Labrador Sea timeseries across the 778 
density range of the intermediate layer, where the maximum in correlation indicates the lag time 779 
of the signal in years. Correlations using the monthly-interpolated potential temperature 780 
timeseries resulted in similar findings and are left out for repetitive purposes. Cross-correlations 781 
of LSW2000-2003 and respective upper intermediate layer (Figure 10, right) are used with a 782 
truncated Labrador Sea source region dataset beginning in 1994, where the LSW1987-1994 signal is 783 
masked from the upper intermediate layer, as it would skew the correlation. Lag results continue 784 
to confirm the two interesting findings. Firstly, like the correlations of the individual cores, 785 
looking at the full layer also showcases the denser LSW1987-1994 class arriving at Bermuda just 786 
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prior to or at the same time as arriving at Abaco, further suggesting that there is an alternative or 787 
recirculated DWBC pathway that brings LSW to the Atlantic interior. Secondly, the lighter 788 
LSW2000-2003 class advects on longer timescales than that of LSW1987-1994. This suggests that 789 
shallower LSW masses are more likely to be advected towards the basin interior adding to their 790 
advective timescales. A bifurcation and two subsequent routes of the DWBC advective pathway 791 
are quite likely to exist based solely on the hydrographic data presented in this study: the 792 
classically understood direct route along the western basin which bypasses Bermuda, and a 793 
deflective pathway that shoots out into the central Atlantic prior to rejoining the western slope. 794 
Both LSW classes could have been subjected to the latter based on the arrival and duration of the 795 
convective signals, however further investigation is needed for a definitive answer on the 796 
existence and role of a direct DWBC pathway on advected LSW.  797 
 798 
 799 
4 Discussion and Conclusions: Updated Advective Timescales and DWBC Pathways 800 
 801 
This study presents a comprehensive analysis of LSW advection along the DWBC in the North 802 
Atlantic Ocean as it incorporates multiple locations along the transport pathway, building upon 803 
previous studies that compared trends in hydrographic timeseries to the formation region of 804 
LSW, the Labrador Sea (Molinari et al., 1998; van Sebille et al., 2011; Le Bras et al., 2017). 805 
Using geographically-cohesive neutral density definitions on both a broad and fine scale, we 806 
defined an intermediate NADW layer and isolated specific LSW classes therein. Through 807 
various approaches (layer-averaging (section 3.2.1), isopycnal core analysis (section 3.2.2), and 808 
cross-correlation analysis (section 3.2.3)), the advection of LSW via the DWBC was observed 809 
through the passage of convective signals and advective timescales were estimated (summarized 810 
in Table 2).  811 
 812 
Multi-year observations of LSW at several locations across the western North Atlantic indicate 813 
that recirculation or deflection pathways branching from the DWBC are likely to exist. This is 814 
evident by the observed presence of LSW in the Bermuda Basin, and the advective timescales 815 
that support this spreading trajectory. While layer averaging of the intermediate layer (section 816 
3.2.1) provides a broad look at the onset of the convective signal at each location, we find here 817 
that the intense LSW1987-1994 convective signal dominates the layer, and the averaged minima 818 
across all datasets reflect solely that signal, muting any others (LSW2000-2003, for example). The 819 
onset of the minima in the averaged intermediate layer gives advective timescales of 3 years to 820 
Line W (39°N), 9-14 years to Bermuda (32°N), and 9-14 years to Abaco (26.5°N). Looking at 821 
tendencies in potential temperature and salinity anomalies (Figure 7) highlights the equatorward 822 
propagation of LSW1987-1994, LSW2000-2003, post-convective relaxation, and the deep-freshening 823 
signals at all four hydrographic locations. Most importantly, these features are observed at 824 
Bermuda in the central Atlantic just prior to or at similar timescales to being observed 825 
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downstream at Abaco, suggesting that LSW and associated signals may arrive from the central 826 
Atlantic via an interior pathway.  827 
 828 
By isolating two of the LSW classes, LSW1987-1994 and LSW2000-2003, improved advective 829 
timescales can be ascertained. Through the second and third approaches of estimating advective 830 
timescales (section 3.2.2, cross-correlations in section 3.2.3), we find that the deeper LSW1987-831 
1994 class advected in an unconventional route, inferred from the onset of convective minima 832 
(Figure 8) and advective lag times in Figure 9b and Figure 10 by the passage of the signal 833 
through Line W, then Bermuda, and lastly though Abaco. This finding continues to support an 834 
alternative advective pathway, where LSW is deflected towards the Atlantic interior prior to 835 
returning to the continental slope to be observed at 26.5°N. LSW2000-2003 was also shown to 836 
follow a similar advective route, on longer timescales however, perhaps indeed validating this 837 
bifurcation and alternative-advective pathway hypothesis where this watermass spent longer in 838 
the Atlantic interior. Advective timescales from the Labrador Sea to Line W suggest 839 
approximately 7 years, however this is a bit uncertain given the gap in data during the LSW1987-840 
1994 signal propagation. The variability in advective timescale is observed after LSW passes 841 
through Line W, implying that the alternative pathway junction exists south of 39°N.  842 
 843 
It is likely the DWBC bifurcation location exists at the Gulf Stream-DWBC crossover region off 844 
the coast of Cape Hatteras (36°N), as has been supported through many recent and past works 845 
through theory, Lagrangian, and stream function approaches (Spall, 1996a, 1996b; Bower and 846 
Hunt, 2000; Bower et al., 2011; Andres et al., 2018; Bilo and Johns, 2019). To look at spreading 847 
pathways in the North Atlantic, we employ use of adjusted geostrophic velocities derived from 848 
Argo and altimetry measurements (Schmid, 2014) averaged over the years 2000-2010 at 1000m, 849 
1500m (approximate LSW2000-2003 core depth), 1750m (approximate mid-intermediate layer 850 
depth), and 2000m (approximate LSW1987-1994 core depth; Figure 11). We speculate that the 851 
dynamics of the Gulf Stream-DWBC crossover region play a large role in the circulation patterns 852 
observed. At all depth levels we observe a deflection in the DWBC near Cape Hatteras, 853 
generating a recirculation gyre that extends out to 50°W then rejoins the continental slope at 854 
30°N, passing Bermuda in the process. This deflection is likely influenced by upper-ocean 855 
dynamics of the Gulf Stream extension. It is difficult to ascertain whether a bifurcation in the 856 
DWBC exists near Cape Hatteras rather than a complete deflection towards the interior. If a 857 
bifurcation indeed exists, then a southward DWBC throughflow between 36-30°N may still be a 858 
viable advective pathway. As shown in Figure 11, at 1000m, a northward flow is observed in this 859 
region along the continental shelf, likely influenced by the northward flow of the upper-ocean 860 
Gulf Stream dynamics. Below 1000m, Argo coverage along the continental shelf is rather sparse, 861 
but vectors indicate that there may be some leakage in the DWBC that bypasses the deflection 862 
and continues equatorward along the continental slope opposite of the poleward-flowing Gulf 863 
Stream. These findings, in addition to the advective timescales estimated from the hydrographic 864 
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data, provide observational evidence supporting the hypothesis of a bifurcated DWBC and 865 
alternative interior advective pathway.  866 
 867 

 868 
Figure 11. Adjusted geostrophic velocities derived from Argo and altimetry using the 869 
climatological velocity field from Argo trajectories as the reference velocity (Schmid, 2014). 870 
Argo dynamic height profiles and SSH from altimetry are used to derive synthetic dynamic 871 
height profiles on an 0.5° grid. These profiles are then used to derive the horizontal geostrophic 872 
velocity, followed by the barotropic adjustment. The resulting velocity was averaged over the 873 
years 2000-2010 at 1000m, 1500m (approximate LSW2000-2003 depth), 1750m (mid-intermediate 874 
layer depth), and 2000m (approximate LSW1987-1994 depth) levels. Vectors indicate flow 875 
direction, while color gradient represents the absolute velocity in cm/s. Black lines showcase 876 
DWBC flow pathways dictated by vector direction, showcasing an interior pathway that 877 
bifurcates from the continental shelf at approximately 36°N observed at all depth levels. The 878 
dashed throughflow pathway along the continental shelf south of 36°N remains uncertain and 879 
unresolved from the given Argo trajectories.  880 
 881 
 882 
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The updated broad-scale, cohesive, and all-encompassing NADW density definitions presented 883 
here serve to benefit the greater AMOC community when it comes to understanding advection of 884 
LSW, as the defined density range of this watermass can alter findings by including signals that 885 
were previously neglected. Modeling efforts to understand Labrador Sea convection, Subpolar 886 
North Atlantic circulation, atmospheric forcing, and overturning circulation among others have 887 
used a multitude of methods and parameterizations to characterize LSW (Pickart and Spall, 888 
2007; Chanut et al., 2008; Schott et al., 2009; Luo et al., 2011; Li et al., 2019; Menary et al., 889 
2020; Zhang and Thomas, 2021). AMOC modeling efforts must consider the complexity of LSW 890 
formation and resulting characterization, as subtle changes to input parameters may challenge the 891 
fidelity of models or generate inviable outcomes when it comes to assessing the true role of LSW 892 
on the mechanisms and pathways of the lower-limb of AMOC.  893 
 894 
The advective timescales presented herein are shown to be longer and more variable than those 895 
of previous studies, but are estimated using updated observational datasets and more robust 896 
approaches. These longer advective timescales could be a result of the broad hydrographic 897 
analysis, covering a larger geographic range than previous studies and incorporating numerous 898 
hydrographic locations serving to render a broader analysis. The longer advective scales could 899 
also be a result of the recent advancement in observing systems, longer time series, and enhanced 900 
datasets. Past advective timescales could therefore have been misrepresented due to improper 901 
watermass classification or sparse hydrographic data, such as in the case of Abaco in previous 902 
studies. Findings of this study highlight the cohesiveness of LSW advection out of the Subpolar 903 
North Atlantic, as the magnitude of each convective signal is flagrant enough to be used as an 904 
advective tracer. Continued investigation of alternative advective pathways into the Atlantic 905 
basin interior are needed to further understand the role of these pathways on the lower-limb of 906 
AMOC, however, the findings of this study firmly suggest that these interior pathways may play 907 
a large role in the advection of subpolar water masses to the tropics in the North Atlantic.  908 
 909 
 910 
 911 
 912 
 913 
 914 
 915 
 916 
 917 
 918 
 919 
 920 
 921 
 922 
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Table 2. Summary of advective timescales in years from the source region in the Labrador Sea 923 
to each hydrographic location inferred through the three approaches presented in this study: [1] 924 
minima of the averaged intermediate layer, [2] minima of the LSW1987-1994 and LSW2000-2003 925 
isopycnal cores, and [3] cross-correlations of the each LSW core as well as the lower and upper 926 
intermediate layer pertaining to the LSW cores. LSW2000-2003 is observed to advect on longer and 927 
varying timescales compared to LSW1987-1994. Advective estimates of LSW from previous studies 928 
are shown for comparison: (a) Le Bras et al. (2017); (b) Curry and McCartney (1996); (c) Curry 929 
et al. (1998); (d) Molinari et al. (1998); (e) van Sebille et al. (2011). 930 
 931 

 
Advective Timescale from Labrador Sea (years) 

Advective Timescale Approach: Line W Bermuda Abaco 

[1] Intermediate Layer Average 3 9-14 9-14 

[2] 
LSW1987-1994 Core Minima 3 9 9 

LSW2000-2003 Core Minima 7 12-14 8, 11-13 

[3] 

Cross-Correlation 
LSW1987-1994 

6 (core) 
6 (layer) 

8 (core) 
8 (layer) 

11 (core) 
10 (layer) 

Cross-Correlation 
 LSW2000-2003 

9 (core) 
5-11 (layer) 

11-16 (core) 
10-15 (layer) 

13-18 (core) 
11-18 (layer) 

 Previous Estimates 3-7 a 6 b,c 10 d,e 

 932 
 933 
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Introduction  

This supporting information contains sections that further explain processing details 
performed on the hydrographic data presented in the study. The neutral density offset 
applied to the hydrographic data downstream of the Labrador Sea is explained with 
reference figures. The secondary processing scheme is outlined using an example 
occupation from the Line W dataset, showcasing the steps taken in the secondary 
cleaning process for hydrographic data. Section 3 explores the Mediterranean Overflow 
Water removal process showing removal from the Abaco dataset as an example, however 
this scheme is applied to all locations downstream of the Labrador Sea. Finally, the 
distance-weighted averaging scheme performed on Line W and Abaco transects is 
explained in detail.   
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S1: Neutral Density Offset 

 
One focus of this study is to follow the advection of LSW1987-1994 and LSW2000-2003 

along constant neutral density surfaces, assuming little to no diapycnal mixing. We define 
the core of each LSW class as the densest (ultimately the coldest and freshest) extent of 
the convective watermass in the Labrador Sea using the potential temperature and salinity 
anomalies derived from each occupation relative to the overall mean. The neutral density 
value of this core, defined as	𝛾n = 27.99 kg/m3 for LSW1987-1994 and 𝛾n = 27.90 kg/m3 for 
LSW2000-2003, is the isopycnal level we assume advection to occur on as this watermass 
advects out of the Labrador Basin to be observed at the other downstream locations. 
When looking at the anomalies of potential temperature and salinity of each hydrographic 
timeseries, we observe the core of both LSW classes at a lighter neutral density isopycnal 
at all locations south of the source region (Figure S1). For the Line W, Bermuda, and 
Abaco timeseries, this density offset is consistently 0.015 kg/m3 lighter than the defined 
isopycnals from that of the Labrador Sea (Figure S1). This shift is likely a product of 
diapycnal mixing occurring outside of the Labrador Basin. To eliminate this influence 
and to keep the isopycnal value of each LSW core constant across all locations, a +0.015 
kg/m3 neutral density offset is applied to the Line W, Bermuda, and Abaco datasets 
(Figure S2). All neutral density data used in this study has been subject to this offset. If 
the LSW cores were not subject to this neutral density offset, the observed potential 
temperature and salinity characteristics and subsequent changes would be misrepresented 
from an isopycnal value that was not the true defined core, invalidating the advective 
analysis of each respective core.  
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Figure S1. Potential temperature (left panels) and salinity (right panels) anomalies of the 
Labrador Sea (top), Line W, Bermuda, and Abaco (bottom) hydrographic time series in 
neutral density space over time. Dashed horizontal lines indicate the isopycnal boundaries 
between the defined intermediate, deep, and abyssal layers at 𝛾n = 27.87, 28.01, and 
28.10 kg/m3. Solid gray lines represent the	𝛾n = 27.90 and 𝛾n = 27.99 kg/m3 defined 
isopycnal levels of LSW1987-1994 and LSW2000-2003, respectively. Black dots and lines 
showcase LSW1987-1994 (denser) and LSW2000-2003 (lighter) cores and their constant 
isopycnal advection in time at each location. This figure showcases neutral densities that 
do not account for the +0.015kg/m3 offset presented in the final datasets. As a result, 
LSW cores at Line W, Bermuda, and Abaco locations are observed consistently lighter 
than the defined isopycnals of 𝛾n = 27.90 and 𝛾n = 27.99 kg/m3. Hydrographic 
occupations are indicated by the black triangles at the top of each plot.  
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Figure S2. Potential temperature (left panels) and salinity (right panels) anomalies of the 
Labrador Sea (top), Line W, Bermuda, and Abaco (bottom) hydrographic time series in 
neutral density space over time. Dashed horizontal lines indicate the isopycnal boundaries 
between the defined intermediate, deep, and abyssal layers at 𝛾n = 27.87, 28.01, and 
28.10 kg/m3. Solid gray lines represent the	𝛾n = 27.90 and 𝛾n = 27.99 kg/m3 defined 
isopycnal levels of LSW1987-1994 and LSW2000-2003, respectively. Black dots and lines 
showcase LSW1987-1994 (denser) and LSW2000-2003 (lighter) cores and their constant 
isopycnal advection in time at each location. This figure showcases neutral densities that 
account for the +0.015kg/m3 offset presented in the final datasets and is identical to 
Figure 7 shown in the manuscript. Hydrographic occupations are indicated by the black 
triangles at the top of each plot.  
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S2: Secondary Phase of Cleaning for Hydrographic Data 
 

A secondary round of processing and quality control is performed on all 
hydrographic data to limit short-term (< 1 year) variability within datasets, such as 
seasonal cycles or eddies, by focusing on individual yearly or bi-yearly hydrographic 
occupations (Line W and Abaco datasets) and monthly-sampled datasets (Bermuda). The 
Labrador Sea dataset was provided as annually-averaged hydrographic profiles of the 
central Labrador Sea and was already subject to prior rounds of quality control as 
described in Yashayaev (2007) and Yashayaev and Loder (2009, 2016). For the 
assembled Line W, Bermuda, and Abaco datasets, all profiles of potential temperature, 
salinity, and density are first compared to neighboring occupations in years prior and 
following to assess outliers due to seasonality, spikes, or sampling error (Figure S3). Line 
W and Abaco profiles are geographically constrained to the defined DWBC throughflow 
regions as described in the manuscript. All profiles of each occupation are then 
individually screened in pressure space for viability within the surrounding stations of 
each transect occupation (Figure S4); this threshold is dictated as the 2-standard deviation 
cutoff from the mean profile of each occupation, representing the 95% confidence 
interval. Profiles exceeding the threshold or displaying evidence of Gulf Stream, eddy, or 
Subtropical Gyre intrusion, for example, through evidence of significant potential 
temperature, salinity, and potential vorticity change and/or sloping of isopycnals along 
defined hydrographic sections are omitted from analysis (Figure S5). An example of the 
secondary cleaning process for a Line W occupation from May 2008 is shown in the 
figures of this section.  
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Figure S3. Example of the first round of secondary phase cleaning using inter-station 
comparison of a Line W occupation from May 2008 (black) and neighboring occupations 
in October 2007 (cyan) and September 2009 (green) showing potential temperature and 
salinity profiles with depth. Plotted stations represent the geographically-constrained 
DWBC throughflow section. Neighboring occupations are compared to assess seasonality 
and sampling error, if any.  
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Figure S4. Example of the second round of secondary phase cleaning using intra-station 
comparison from a Line W occupation from May 2008 showing potential temperature 
and salinity profiles with depth. All profiles within the geographically constrained 
DWBC throughflow region (stations 8-14 in this example) are compared to a ±2 standard 
deviation (95% confidence interval, red line) from the mean of the stations (black line) to 
assess station viability. Stations that fall outside of the 95% confidence interval are 
omitted from analysis. In this example, station 14 exceeds the bounds and will be 
omitted.  
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Figure S5. Example of the final round of secondary cleaning outcome using a Line W 
hydrographic occupation from May 2008. The hydrographic sections (a) showcase 
potential temperature (top), salinity, and potential vorticity (bottom) along the complete 
section sampled near-shore to offshore denoted by the station numbers. Gray shading 
indicates stations that were omitted from analysis due to the geographical constraint 
imposed on Line W (likewise for Abaco occupations) to focus only on the DWBC 
southward throughflow. Red dashed lines indicate stations that were omitted as part of 
the secondary cleaning phase due to Gulf Stream/Subtropical Gyre intrusion, showcased 
as an example in (b) as a shift to higher temperatures throughout the water column. In 
this example, only stations 8-11 are used for final analysis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Omitted Outside DWBC
Omitted Secondary Clean
Final Cleaned Stations

a) b)
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S3: Removal of the Mediterranean Overflow Water (MOW) signal from LSW 
 

Mediterranean Overflow Water (MOW) occupies similar density levels as LSW. 
To capture the true LSW convective signal, the competing MOW signal is removed from 
the Line W, Bermuda, and Abaco locations to eliminate the warm and saline influence on 
the convective signal within the zonally averaged datasets. This step is completed after 
secondary cleaning. Given the time-varied sampling at each location, contribution of 
MOW within LSW can jump or be biased due to a change in station spacing (this is later 
accounted for with the distance-weighted averaging of the cleaned profiles, see section 
S4). We attempt to minimize the contribution of this external watermass to the averaged 
LSW characteristics through this removal scheme. 

A wide-spread ‘intermediate’ layer is defined for each location (Table S1) 
downstream of the Labrador Sea where potential temperature and salinity of each cleaned 
station are averaged within these layer bounds. This wide-spread intermediate layer is 
made slightly larger than the neutral-density defined Intermediate layer of the study, 
capturing profile data from just above the Intermediate layer through the upper Deep 
layer for all locations downstream of the Labrador Sea. Averaged potential temperature 
and salinity values above the computed 25th percentile of the dataset that exceed the 
defined thresholds for each location are excluded from analysis due to MOW influence or 
intrusion. Figure S6 shows the exclusion process with the Abaco dataset, the same 
process is repeated for Line W and Bermuda datasets using their respective exclusion 
principles in Table S1. Failure to properly remove the MOW signal results in the layer-
averaged potential temperature and salinity to be warmer and more saline (Figure S7).   
 
 
Table S1. MOW Cutoff Criteria 
 

 Line W Bermuda Abaco 
Layer Avg. Bounds 700-2300m 1500-2300m 1100-2500m 

Max. Potential Temperature Cutoff >4°C >4.1°C >4.3°C 
Max. Salinity Cutoff >34.975 >35.02 >35.01 
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Figure S6. MOW removal in the Abaco dataset. Potential temperature (top) and salinity 
(bottom) averaged within the wide-spread intermediate layer (defined 1100-2500m for 
Abaco) for each station are plotted with time. Individual hydrographic occupations are 
grouped by color, alternating black, red, blue, and green. MOW exclusion criteria for 
Abaco are layer-averaged values that exceed 4.3°C and 35.01 PSU (dotted line) above the 
computed 25th percentile of values (gray line). All stations with intermediate layer-
averaged values that exceed the defined cutoff are excluded from analysis due to MOW 
influence or intrusion.  
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Figure S7. MOW removal comparison in the Abaco dataset. Potential temperature (top) 
and salinity (bottom) averages of each occupation using stations within the averaged 
intermediate layer (1100-2500m for Abaco) are plotted with and without the removal of 
the MOW signal. Without removing the MOW signal (red dashed line), average 
temperatures and salinities trend warmer and more saline. The intermediate layer-
averaged potential temperature and salinity for each hydrographic occupation with MOW 
profiles removed is shown in black.   
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S4: Distance-weighted averaging of the Line W and Abaco Transects 
 

Line W and Abaco sections are zonally averaged using a distance-weighted 
averaging scheme due to the spatial variability in transect sampling. Examples of the 
irregular station distances for Line W and Abaco are observed in Figure 1 of the 
manuscript. To reduce the impact of having one station or one side of the transect 
dominate the other and skew trends, individual stations are weighted by the relative 
distance covered over the DWBC-constrained transect length. First, the weighted 
distances between stations are computed using position coordinates, later computed to 
distance in kilometers: 
 

𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡	(𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒	𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑)	𝑜𝑓	𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	𝐵 = 	
(𝑆𝑡𝑎	𝐵 − 𝑆𝑡𝑎	𝐴)

2 +	
(𝑆𝑡𝑎	𝐶 − 𝑆𝑡𝑎	𝐵)

2  
 
The relative distance that each station bears reflects the weight it will have on each 
parameter. All parameters (potential temperature, salinity, potential vorticity, neutral 
density) of each profile are multiplied by the relative distance (i.e. weight) of that given 
station. Each weighted profile is then summed and divided by the total transect length 
(sum of respective distances of all stations) to obtain the final distance-weighted averaged 
parameter across the defined section. 
 
 
 


